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Warren, Averett, Kimbrough & Marino, LLC deploys the Learn.com
LearnCenter platform to provide continuing education to its
employees across the State of Alabama
Learn.com | Sunrise, FL, USA | 30-Jan-2008.

SUNRISE, FL - January 30, 2008 -- Learn.com, the leader in on-demand workforce
development and productivity, announced today that Warren, Averett, Kimbrough &
Marino, LLC, one of the largest accounting firms in the U.S., headquartered in
Birmingham, Alabama, has selected the LearnCenter platform to provide continuing
education to its certified public accountants.
Read full story

Are matrix organisations like ships without a captain?
KRAUTHAMMER | London, UK | 30-Jan-2008.

A recent Krauthammer study suggests that the matrix model exists in 85% of the
European organisations. The survey further suggests that people agree it is a
realistic way of running a business. However, many structural elements seem to be
in serious need of attention. As it is, people appear to be navigating complexity
without systematic, structural support. According to the survey, only four out of ten
people (40%) believe that Human Resources (HR) policy creates supportive
operating conditions, and only around half (48%) feel that employees are indeed
empowered.
Read full story

The eLearning Network Announces New Logo, Re-designed
Website and New Membership Structure
eLearning Network | 29-Jan-2008.

The eLearning Network (eLN), the UK's foremost professional association of users
and developers of all forms of elearning has unveiled a brand new look, along with
news of a new membership structure this January.
Read full story

Free Online Learning Portal for the NHS
Course Source | UK | 29-Jan-2008.

In a move sure to shake-up learning in the health service, Course-Source has
announced the launch of a new, dedicated and mostly free, e-learning portal to go
live when the NHS Connecting for Health Essential IT Skills (ECDL) portal closes on
March 22nd.
Read full story

Raptivity Voted Number One in Time to Proficiency: Also Tops in
Three Other Areas of Learning Interactions According to Global
Survey
Harbinger Knowledge Products | 29-Jan-2008.

Raptivity bagged the number one slot on four areas of learning interaction design
according to a recent global survey by eLearning Guild, a member-driven online
information center and Community of Practice which has more than 28,000
members.
Read full story

SkillSoft, SumTotal and Eedo Partner to Ease Interoperability
Issues for Customers
Eedo Knowledgeware | Nashua, New Hampshire | 29-Jan-2008.

Partnership leverages web services and learning industry standards via OLSA to
reduce costly proprietary integrations between content, learning management
system and learning content management systems.
Read full story

Pilot of UK Government's Largest e-learning Programme Leads to
Department-wide Deployment of Eedo's LCMS
Eedo Knowledgeware | London | 29-Jan-2008.

Department for Work & Pensions chooses Eedo to help improve performance through
faster, more effective knowledge transfer across lines of business.
Read full story

EDF Energy partners with Brightwave to launch Financial
Processes e-learning
BrightWave | 29-Jan-2008.

Brightwave, the workplace communication, learning and performance specialist has
been selected by EDF Energy, one of the UK's largest energy companies, to design
and implement a series of e-learning modules to help employees follow the
company's financial processes.
Read full story

Global Learning Alliance links up with E-lianz LMS
Global Learning Alliance | Den Bosch | 28-Jan-2008.

Global Learning Alliance has selected the E-lianz learning management system, from
TTA International, to use in the management of international learning outsourcing
and learning analytics projects.
Read full story

Giunti Labs and Cegos announce global partnership
Giunti Labs | Sestri Levante, Italy, & London, UK | 26-Jan-2008.

Giunti Labs, Europe's leading e-learning and mobile learning content management
technology provider, is partnering with Cegos, the number one European training
company.
Read full story

Make an impact with live Project Management simulation from QAIQ: Free taster session at QA-IQ's London Holborn centre, 9am
Friday 15th February
QA-IQ | 25-Jan-2008.

Add the 'wow-factor' to your training or company events with QA-IQ's exciting
Project Management simulation. QA-IQ provides a unique interactive project
management simulation designed to really engage project managers and team
members. It reinforces best-practice in an exciting environment and allows project
managers to make an immediate impact on their return to the workplace.
Read full story

RWD infoMaestro Boosts Customer Service Representative
Productivity with ECM Integration
RWD Technologies | London | 25-Jan-2008.

RWD helps EMC and Oracle Customers Link Enterprise Content and Customer
Strategies.
Read full story

FlockPod Announces Subscription Service
Harbinger Knowledge Products | 25-Jan-2008.

FlockPod Self-Service Admin Tool Helps Users Manage Subscriptions: Free Version
Continues for Small Groups.
Read full story

Mohive's eLPS is Europe's most innovative eLearning solution
according to Bersin & Associates new Learning Leaders
Programme
Mohive | Learning Technologies 2008 | 23-Jan-2008.

eLearning business Mohive announced today that it was awarded Learning Leader
status by leading independent research and advisory firm Bersin & Associates.
Bersin & Associates' researchers recognized Mohive's eLearning Publishing System in
the Learning Leaders' inaugural "Vendor Innovation" category.
Read full story

Mailroom Services renews its partnership with Learn.com for
continued use of the LearnCenter platform based on training and
organizational success
Learn.com | 23-Jan-2008.

Learn.com®, the leader in on-demand workforce development and productivity,
announced today that Mailroom Services, Inc., a supplier of mailing solutions
headquartered in Hayward, California, has renewed its partnership with the
company and will continue to use the LearnCenter® platform to provide certification
training courses to its employees across North America. The decision was based on
a reduction of turnover, decreased training related expenditures and a successful
partnership with Learn.com.
Read full story

Mohive at Learning Technologies 2008
Mohive | Learning Technologies 2008 | 23-Jan-2008.

Looking for effective ways to create, review and reuse e-learning content? Seeking a
rapid e-learning solution with strong collaboration capabilities? Come and discover
how BBC, PepsiCo, Mott MacDonald, Charles Schwab, Bosch Siemens, Carlsberg, TK
Maxx and other world leading organisations are unlocking the potential of rapid elearning with the Mohive eLPS.
Read full story

Kuwait Petroleum Company engages with The ROI Academy to
measure the value of its BTEC training programme
The ROI Academy | Henley on Thames, UK | 23-Jan-2008.

The Petroleum Training Centre (PTC), the training division of the Kuwait Petroleum

Company wanted to measure the alignment and value of its BTEC programme which
it delivers to all new employees. As the BTEC is an academic qualification providing
essential skills that are applied over a working life, it makes measurement more
challenging. Therefore, PTC consulted and engaged with The ROI Academy, the UK's
leading organisation in this field.
Read full story

QDP makes Stafford sixth-formers' voices count
QDP Services | Macclesfield, Cheshire, UK | 23-Jan-2008.

QDP Services unites the voices of millions of learners UK-wide including those in
20% of all of England's Sixth Forms. Recently, the company has been approached
by the Stafford Collegiate to develop and run a set of learner surveys, dealing
specifically with the students' experience of the Collegiate's collaborative activity.
The surveys will take place in the Academic Year 2007-08.
Read full story

Western State College of Colorado Extended Studies deals a new
hand of casino gaming courses
Gatlin Education Services | Gunnison, CO | 22-Jan-2008.

Western State College of Colorado Extended Studies has partnered with Gatlin
Education Services to provide new online casino gaming courses.
Read full story

Learn.com client Extra Space Storage wins prestigious Learning
Leaders Program award based primarily on their ROI using
LearnCenter
Learn.com | Sunrise, FL USA | 22-Jan-2008.

Learn.com®, the leader in on-demand workforce development and productivity,
announced today that Extra Space Storage Inc. (NYSE: EXR), the second largest
operator of self-storage in the United States, and a national owner, developer,
acquirer and operator of professionally managed self-storage properties, with
headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah, has been named a recipient of a 2007 Bersin &
Associates Learning Leaders Program award for Operational Program Excellence.
Read full story

Xpertise awarded IBM Reseller of the Year for 2007 for its
outstanding IT training
Xpertise | 22-Jan-2008.

IBM has selected leading training company Xpertise as its Reseller of the Year for
2007 - a prestigious award based on the company's exceptional track record during
the year.
Read full story

The eLearning Network Announces Showcase at Learning
Technologies Exhibition: A Survivor's Guide to eLearning
eLearning Network | 21-Jan-2008.

The eLearning Network (eLN), the UK's foremost professional association of users
and developers of all forms of eLearning has announced its first event for 2008 - A
Survivor's Guide to eLearning.
Read full story

Richardson Receives Product of the Year Award Presented by
Customer Interaction Solutions® Magazine
Richardson | Philadelphia, PA | 21-Jan-2008.

Richardson, a leading sales training company, today announced that their
Richardson QuickSkills™: Consultative Telephone Selling online sales training
program has received The 2007 Product of the Year Award from Technology
Marketing Corporation's (TMC®) Customer Interaction Solutions magazine
(www.cismag.com), the leading publication covering CRM, call centers, and
teleservices since 1982.
Read full story

AccessPlanit celebrates a £1,000,000 milestone
AccessPlanit | Learning Technologies 2008 | 21-Jan-2008.

Training management software company AccessPlanit is celebrating a £1,000,000
milestone by announcing the launch of a new version of its AccessPlan software
exclusively for training providers.
Read full story

Richardson Recognized by DiversityBusiness.com as one of the
Nation’s Top 500 Companies
Richardson | Philadelphia, PA | 21-Jan-2008.

Richardson, a leading sales training and consulting firm, has been named to both
The Div100 and The Div500 lists by DiversityBusiness.com. The Div100 is the 8th
annual listing of Pennsylvania's Top 100 Small Businesses and The Div500 is the 8th
annual listing of the nation's Top 500 Small Businesses. Richardson was ranked #9
and #171, respectively.
Read full story

Global Learning Alliance partners with Vovici to integrate
enterprise feedback management tools into its learning analytics
portfolio
Global Learning Alliance | Den Bosch | 21-Jan-2008.

Global Learning Alliance, a provider of learning analytics solutions, has formed a
partnership with Vovici, an enterprise feedback management solutions provider, to
widen the range of its learning analytics products and services. Vovici's enterprise
feedback management platform will provide Global Learning Alliance's customers
and worldwide network of learning and development organizations with a
sophisticated environment to capture business and learning impact data.
Read full story

Learning Light creates the UK's first learning (e-learning)
solutions Virtual Enterprise Network (VEN)
Learning Light | Sheffield, Yorkshire | 21-Jan-2008.

Learning Light, a non-profit organisation which focuses on integrating systems and
aligning learning and people development programmes to meet strategic business
goals, has created the UK's first Virtual Enterprise Network (VEN) - a consortium of
companies to sell learning-related products and services.
Read full story

Free exhibition seminar programme at Learning Technologies
2008
Learning Technologies | London | 21-Jan-2008.

Learning Technologies is hosting over forty free seminars on key learning and
development subjects during the forthcoming exhibition.
Read full story

Meet Brightwave at Learning Technologies 2008
BrightWave | Learning Technologies 2008 | 21-Jan-2008.

Stand 16, Olympia 2, London, 30 - 31 January.
Read full story

Brightwave success leads to further expansion
BrightWave | Learning Technologies 2008 | 21-Jan-2008.

Continued growth creates new roles for project management.
Read full story

Rhema Group provides online Learning and Development
Resources to speed up creation of Personal Development
Materials.
Rhema Group | 21-Jan-2008.

Rhema Group is now able to make available a vast library of learning resources accessible by employees at all levels using their organisation's intranet. Materials
are available in a downloadable format and include checklists, process guides,
forms/templates, diagnostics and questionnaires which are designed to support
individual growth and development. The learning objects can also be used as
valuable on-the-job aids.
Read full story

BB&T Gets Instant Pay Back with Eedo ForceTen LCMS
Eedo Knowledgeware | Nashua, New Hampshire | 18-Jan-2008.

America's eleventh largest bank cuts costs, enhances content, and improves success
of training programs with Eedo's learning content management system.
Read full story

Giunti Labs demonstrates advances in personalised, integrated,
mobile learning
Giunti Labs | Sestri Levante, Italy, & London, UK | 18-Jan-2008.

At this year's Learning Technologies exhibition, Giunti Labs is unveiling the initial
results of its continuing collaboration on location based mobile learning with worldleading technology companies Cisco and Ericsson.
Read full story

Aberdeen City Council makes staff training easy
Cobent Group | Chipping Norton, Oxon, UK | 18-Jan-2008.

Cobent - the 'compliance' software vendor, specialising in the manufacturing and life
sciences sectors - is helping Aberdeen City Council make training and development
easier for the Council's 12,500 full and part-time staff.
Read full story

QDP helps West Cheshire College meet the new standard
QDP Services | Macclesfield, Cheshire, UK | 18-Jan-2008.

The first 26 providers to meet the new standard for employer responsiveness and
vocational excellence have been announced. QDP are proud to have assisted West
Cheshire College to be one of the successful few! The College achieved accreditation
against Part A of the new standard as well as achieving provider excellence in
Engineering.
Read full story

Raptivity among Top Three in Best of 2007 Elearning! Awards
Harbinger Knowledge Products | 18-Jan-2008.

Raptivity, the award-winning e-learning software, was selected to be among the top
three finalists for Best of Elearning! Awards. These awards, constituted by Elearning!
Magazine, are based on the nominations and votes of readers and professionals
from hundreds of organizations worldwide.
Read full story

Global Learning Alliance at Learning Technologies 2008
Global Learning Alliance | Den Bosch | 17-Jan-2008.

Global Learning Alliance, a provider of learning analytics solutions, is exhibiting at
January's Learning Technologies exhibition in London and offering visitors the
opportunity to win a Learning Analytics Impact Study.
Read full story

TELL ME MORE Corporate named Blended Solution of the year in
The World of Learning Awards Birmingham 2007
Auralog | 17-Jan-2008.

Auralog-TELL ME MORE further strengthens their reputation as a leader in innovative
e-learning solutions by winning a coveted World of Learning Award: its TELL ME
MORE corporate portal has been awarded the Blended Solution of the Year.
Read full story

Computeach continues to innovate learner technology with
Kallidus LMS
e2train | Cirencester, UK | 17-Jan-2008.

Computeach, the longest established IT training company in the UK, chooses
Kallidus Learning Management System from e2train, the UK's leading provider of
learning and performance technologies.
Read full story

Kaplan IT Learning Previews its New Solution at Training 2008
Kaplan IT Learning | Atlanta, GA | 17-Jan-2008.

-- STT InfoShare Will Be Previewed at the Training 2008 Expo at Booth 410 in
Atlanta, Georgia -- Kaplan IT Learning (www.kaplanitlearning.com), leading
providers of certification preparation, skill assessment, learning services and
software to help individuals and organizations train on technology and prepare for
technology certifications, is providing previews of STT InfoShare at Training 2008.
Training 2008 takes place February 4-5 in Atlanta, and STT InfoShare is Kaplan's
new advanced deployment solution.
Read full story

Association founding member support most encouraging
TrainerBase | 17-Jan-2008.

TrainerBase, the Association for Learning Practitioners has had the most
encouraging feedback from a number of its founding members.
Read full story

Learn.com announces LearnCenter for Healthcare - the fastest and
easiest way to deliver and verify healthcare related training and
compliance curriculums
Learn.com | Sunrise, FL, USA | 17-Jan-2008.

Learn.com®, the leader in on-demand workforce development and productivity,
announced today that the company has released its LearnCenter Healthcare Edition
platform. After almost a decade of serving scores of healthcare clients and
incorporating their direct feedback, Learn.com has developed a LearnCenter
platform specifically for the healthcare industry that will automate the output for The
Joint Commission and other audits. The Joint Commission evaluates and accredits
more than 15,000 healthcare organizations and programs in the United States. An
independent, not-for-profit organization, The Joint Commission is the nation's
predominant standards-setting and accrediting body in healthcare.
Read full story

HR professionals in Russia want W. European knowledge and
expertise: Rhema Group summoned to Moscow
Rhema Group | 17-Jan-2008.

An economy expanding at about 8% annually and a steady influx of investment and
presence by European companies are encouraging businesses in Russia to seek
more constructive contact with their professional neighbours in the West.
Responding rapidly, Eurobusiness Advisory, the London-based international trade
and business relations promoters, organised their first high profile seminar for
Moscow's HR professionals, and chose innovative UK HR experts Rhema Group
exclusivelyto create and deliver a full two-day seminar programme in the Russian
capital on HR: European Experience.
Read full story

University Challenge: Rhema Group helps Cambridge University
Press reach business goals through Leadership and Management
Rhema Group | 17-Jan-2008.

An ambitious global business expansion strategy across all areas of activity in
Cambridge University Press set demanding goals for the publishers in English
Language Training (ELT)- which accounts for over a quarter of the Cambridge
University Press publishing sales revenue and over a half of all publications sold.
Rhema Group was asked to run a full-day session on Leadership and Managing
Change for ELT publishers, as part of a week-long CUP conference.
Read full story

Blue Eskimo's Jobs Triple - ready for New Year job seekers
Blue Eskimo Solutions | 17-Jan-2008.

Blue Eskimo, the leading recruitment provider to the training and e-learning sector,
says that, as we enter the new year, more people than ever are looking for new jobs
within this sector - what's more, there are a record number of jobs being advertised.
Read full story

Quantify launches web-based 360 degree Feedback systems
Quantify! | London, UK | 17-Jan-2008.

HR research consultants Quantify have launched two off-the-shelf 360 degree
Feedback systems on the web.
Read full story

Cornerstone OnDemand Among Three Vendors with Highest
Overall Rating in Bersin & Associates' Talent Management Suite
Study
Learning Technologies 2008 - Cornerstone OnDemand | Santa Monica, CA | 17-Jan-2008.

Leader in integrated talent management receives highest possible scores for
customer satisfaction, product architecture and completeness of vision.
Read full story

The ROI Academy appoints new Commercial Director
The ROI Academy | Henley on Thames, UK | 16-Jan-2008.

With projected growth in excess of 100% per annum over the next 3 years, The ROI
Academy, the UK's leading organisation for evaluating and measuring training,
appoints Mike Leeson as its Commercial Director.
Read full story

Kaplan IT Learning to Preview its New Solution at Learning
Technologies 2008
Kaplan IT Learning | Reading, UK | 16-Jan-2008.

Kaplan IT Learning will be giving previews of STT InfoShare, its new advanced
deployment solution at the Learning Technologies exhibition on 30th January 2008.
Read full story

Global Knowledge Named Finalist in 2008 SC Magazine US
Awards for Best Professional Training Program
Global Knowledge | Wokingham, UK | 16-Jan-2008.

Global Knowledge, the worldwide leader in IT and business training, has been
named a finalist in the SC Magazine US Awards program for outstanding
achievement in information-technology (IT) security. The company's Best
Professional Training Program was recognized in the Professional Award category.
This is the third year in a row that Global Knowledge has been recognized in the SC
Magazine Awards program.
Read full story

Bersin & Associates Names the National Science Teachers
Association a 2007 Learning Leader for its Innovation with
OutStart Evolution LCMS
OutStart | London | 16-Jan-2008.

OutStart, the leading provider of eKnowledge software solutions for learning and
knowledge-sharing, today announced that the National Science Teachers Association
(NSTA) has won the Bersin & Associates 2007 Learning Leaders Award for its
innovative use of OutStart Evolution LCMS.
Read full story

IMC (UK) Learning Ltd wins major Fire Service College LMS tender
IMC (UK) Learning Ltd | Seveoaks, UK | 16-Jan-2008.

IMC's Learning Management System CLIX launches into the UK in 2007 and beats
off intense competition from a number of established players in its first year
Read full story

National Training Award Winning 'Dream Team' Now Available to
Create Bespoke e-Learning Content
Course Source | London, UK | 16-Jan-2008.

Course-Source and Virtual Pedagogue, the team that won a prestigious National
Training Award for designing and developing an online course training medics in a
life-saving alternative to blood transfusion, have strengthened their partnership,
teaming up to develop high quality bespoke e-learning content for when off-theshelf training content just doesn't meet client demand.
Read full story

Learn.com establishes its industry leading 13th regional users
group
Learn.com | Sunrise, FL, USA | 15-Jan-2008.

Learn.com®, the leader in on-demand workforce development and productivity,
announced today that the company has established its industry leading 13th
regional users group. Learn.com's regional users groups are completely free for
clients and feature agendas that are driven by clients.
Read full story

E-consultancy launch new event: 'Digital for HR professionals'
E-consultancy | London, UK | 15-Jan-2008.

E-consultancy announce their first HR training event, 'Digital for HR professionals',
February 13th, 2007.
Read full story

The Members Group selects the Learn.com LearnCenter platform
and the WebRoom Web Conferencing Suite to reach corporate
training and compliance goals
Learn.com | Sunrise, FL, USA | 14-Jan-2008.

Learn.com®, the leader in on-demand workforce development and productivity,
announced today that The Members Group (TMG) has selected the LearnCenter®
platform and WebRoom® Web Conferencing Suite to reach organizational
compliance and training objectives.
Read full story

Cobent uses strong results to rebut rumours
Cobent Group | Chipping Norton, Oxon, UK | 14-Jan-2008.

Cobent - the 'compliance' software vendor, specialising in the manufacturing and life
sciences sectors - has categorically denied persistent rumours that the company will
'float' on the stock market following the publication of its results for 2007, in
January.
Read full story

Coastal Training Technologies takes a back-seat look at distracted
driving
Coastal Training Technologies Corp. | Virginia Beach, VA | 11-Jan-2008.

Driven To Distraction is a groundbreaking new training DVD and video from Coastal
that is sure to raise the awareness of the danger of distracted driving. This unique
program features a narrator who is the personification of all the distractions drivers
face - cell phones, mp3 players, eating and drinking, children, maps, and many
more. He candidly demonstrates how distractions can sneak in on every ride with
tragic results.
Read full story

Rapid E-Learning project wins Atlantic Link an award at the
prestigious National Training Awards in the North West
Learning Technologies 2008 - Atlantic Link | 11-Jan-2008.

Atlantic Link has partnered with its client Everyday Financial Solutions (EFS) to win a
North West Training Award from the National Training Awards organisation. The
National Training Awards are the UK's number one accolade for businesses,
organisations and individuals who have achieved lasting excellence and success
through training and learning.
Read full story

Cobent expands its team in the USA
Cobent Group | Chipping Norton, Oxon, UK | 11-Jan-2008.

Erik Smith has become Senior VP of Sales, US, for Cobent - the 'compliance'
software vendor, specialising in the manufacturing and life sciences sectors. Cobent
is a leading solutions provider for e-learning, training and compliance-led process
management across the entire range of international blue-chip companies, fastgrowth start-ups, and public sector organisations on both sides of the Atlantic.
Read full story

IMC (UK) Learning Ltd wins prestigious World of Learning Award
IMC (UK) Learning Ltd | Sevenoaks, UK | 10-Jan-2008.

IMC (UK) Learning Ltd was voted "Training Provider of the Year 2007" at the World
of Learning awards ceremony. The World of Learning Awards comprises a number of
categories in which individual submissions are voted on by a panel of industry
experts. The prestigious "Training Provider of the Year" Award however, gives the
training community itself a chance to elect the company it believes most deserving
of the accolade and the recognition.
Read full story

Epic exhibit at Learning Technologies 2008
Epic | UK | 10-Jan-2008.

Epic is to exhibit at the forthcoming Learning Technologies exhibition, held at
Olympia 2, London, 30 - 31 January 2008.
Read full story

Tata Interactive Systems successively bags three record orders
globally
TATA Interactive Systems | London, UK and Mumbai, India | 10-Jan-2008.

The global learning provider, Tata Interactive Systems (TIS)
(www.tatainteractive.com), has scored a 'business hat trick' in winning its three

largest orders in quick succession.
Read full story

Lawyers Can Become Trusted Advisors and Gain CPD Points
GFI | 9-Jan-2008.

Gaining the unconditional respect and confidence of a client through the elevated
status of Trusted Advisor - and so create a clear, competitive advantage in the
market place - is now within the grasp of law firms across the UK.
Read full story

Internet popular for sourcing learning and development services
TrainerBase | 9-Jan-2008.

As part of its ongoing marketing research into the learning, development and
training sector, TrainerBase confirms that the Internet is a key channel for
purchasers looking for new suppliers.
Read full story

How the digital workspace will revolutionise learning
Learning Technologies | London | 9-Jan-2008.

Nigel Paine, the former Head of Learning at the BBC, is to speak at this January's
Learning Technologies 2008 conference on how the digital workspace has become
the primary place for learning, and the challenge it presents to learning and
development professionals.
Read full story

No frills, just expertise on show from Tata Interactive Systems at
Learning Technologies 2008
TATA Interactive Systems | London, UK and Mumbai, India | 9-Jan-2008.

'No frills, just outstanding, world-renowned expertise' is the theme of the Tata
Interactive Systems (TIS) stand at the Learning Technologies 2008 exhibition, being
held at London's Olympia on 30th and 31st January 2008.
Read full story

APT is to exhibit at the 2008 Learning Technologies Exhibition
Learning Technologies 2008 - APT Transtelex | 8-Jan-2008.

APT brings learning technology together with suitable translation and localisation
models providing a structured approach in taking learning global.
Read full story

Ratner Companies switches to the best LMS of 2007, the
Learn.com LearnCenter platform and WebRoom Web
Conferencing Suite
Learn.com | Sunrise, FL, USA | 8-Jan-2008.

Learn.com®, the leader in on-demand workforce development and productivity,
announced today that Ratner Companies, a family-owned, family-oriented company
operating Hair Cuttery, BUBBLES, Salon Cielo and Spa, ColorWorks and Salon Plaza,
with headquarters in Vienna, VA, has selected the LearnCenter® platform and
WebRoom® Web Conferencing Suite to train and develop its geographically
dispersed employees.
Read full story

KnowledgePool reports a year of strong results, accolades and
expansion
KnowledgePool | 8-Jan-2008.

Managed learning services company KnowledgePool today announced strong
financial results, after an exceptional year of accolades, new business wins and
expansion. The company - which manages learning for major clients such as British
Airways, Lloyds TSB and Merrill Lynch - achieved an operating profit on a turnover
of £14.2m, a 90% increase in revenues. Its position as the UK market leader in
managed learning has been verified by NelsonHall, the outsourcing analyst firm,
which maintains that KnowledgePool has 16% of a £110m UK market that is
growing at 13% per annum.
Read full story

Brainvisa's newly launched RapideL-i extends its introductory
price of $499
Brainvisa | Jersey City | Atlanta | Seattle | Frankfurt | Dubai | Pune | London |Singapore | Sydney |
8-Jan-2008.

Brainvisa announced today, the extension of their introductory price of $499 for
their recently launched internet based rapid eLearning tool- RapideL-i.
Read full story

Panola College announces new online courses
Gatlin Education Services | Carthage, TX | 7-Jan-2008.

Panola College has partnered with Gatlin Education Services to provide new online
career training courses.
Read full story
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